Endoscopy-verified occult subependymal dissemination of glioblastoma and brain metastasis undetected by MRI: prognostic significance
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Abstract: Although various prognostic indices exist for patients with malignant brain tumors, the prognostic significance of the subependymal spread of intracranial tumors is still a matter of debate. In this paper, we report the cases of two intraventricular lesions, a recurrent glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) and a brain metastasis, each successfully treated with a neuroendoscopic approach. Thanks to this minimally invasive approach, we achieved good therapeutic results: we obtained a histological diagnosis; we controlled intracranial hypertension by treating the associated hydrocephalus and, above all, compared with a microsurgical approach, we reduced the risks related to dissection and brain retraction. Moreover, in both cases, neuroendoscopy enabled us to identify an initial, precocious subependymal tumor spreading below the threshold of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) detection. This finding, undetected in pre-operative MRI scans, was then evident during follow-up neuroimaging studies. In light of these data, a neuroendoscopic approach might play a leading role in better defining the prognosis and optimally tailored management protocols for GBM and brain metastasis.
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Introduction

Malignant histological findings can be observed in approximately 13% of tumors that arise within the ventricular system of the brain. These intraventricular tumors include the glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) and metastases, which represent a unique therapeutic challenge because of their deep location and their proximity to eloquent brain structures.¹ The prognostic significance of subependymal dissemination for intracranial tumors remains unclear, despite having various prognostic indices for patients with GBMs or brain metastases: patient age, tumor size, Karnofsky Performance Scale (KPS) score, tumor resection, adjuvant therapies, tumor location, isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) mutational status, the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group’s (RTOG’s) recursive partitioning analysis (RPA) class, and, for metastatic brain tumors, the number of brain metastases, primary tumor type and activity, and the presence of extracranial systemic metastases.²–⁷ In this article, we focus on the spreading of massive, endoscopy-verified, intraventricular lesions (a recurrent GBM and a brain metastasis) situated in the subependymal region and choroid plexus. These lesions were previously undetected in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission tomography (PET) scan. Thus, a neuroendoscopic approach allowed us to safely reach these deep seated lesions, minimizing dissection and brain retraction and consequently reducing the risk of injury to neurovascular structures. This minimally invasive approach
represents an effective treatment for intraventricular lesions, permitting the acquisition of a histological diagnosis (and thus enabling a specific subsequent adjuvant therapy). This approach also restores cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) dynamics and allows for the insertion of an intraventricular catheter for selective intrathecal drug administration.\(^8\)

**Materials and methods**

**Surgical endoscopic technique**

A surgical endoscopic technique was performed on two patients. While these patients were under general anesthesia – total intravenous anesthesia (TIVA) – a precoronal burr hole was drilled on the mid pupillary line and, after the opening of the dura mater, the arachnoid was coagulated for insertion of a rigid, zero-degree endoscope (Karl Storz, Tuttlingen, Germany) (4 mm in diameter) in the ventricular system. After removal of the lesions by suction/dissection technique, CSF pathways were further relieved, performing a ventriculocisternostomy of the third ventricle in the first patient and a septostomy in the second. With the first patient, an intraventricular catheter was inserted at the end of the procedure, connecting the catheter with an Ommaya reservoir for intrathecal chemotherapy.

**Histopathological analysis**

Routine hematoxylin and eosin staining was performed in both cases. The O\(_6\)-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) status of the glioblastoma was determined using methylation-specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR).\(^9\) In the second reported case, immunohistochemical staining was performed on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sections, using antibodies against S100, cytokeratin 7 and 20, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), thyroid transcription factor 1 (TTF-1), and synaptophysin.

**Results**

**Case 1**

A 69-year-old man was admitted to our department for re-evaluation because of a tumor recurrence. One year before re-evaluation, he had initially presented with headache, memory loss, and left homonymous hemianopia. Brain MRI had revealed a large, heterogeneously enhancing tumor in the right temporal lobe, and the tumor had extended to the choroid plexus of the right lateral ventricle and to the temporal horn, infiltrating the hippocampus (Figure 1A). He had undergone a right temporoparietal craniotomy with a gross total resection of the tumor (Figure 1B). The histological diagnosis had been GBM. Methylation-specific PCR analysis had shown a methylated MGMT promoter.

The patient had an uneventful postoperative course and had received an adjuvant radiochemotherapy, according to the Stupp protocol.\(^10\) Brain MRI performed at 3 and 6 months after surgery had not shown tumor recurrences (Figure 1B). At an 11-month follow-up, a contrast enhanced MRI revealed the presence of an apparently solitary nodular lesion inside the third ventricle, while the operated site was still disease-free (Figure 2A).

Because of a high KPS score and the positive response to the integrated treatment of the original tumor site, we planned a minimally invasive endoscopic approach to remove the apparently solitary ventricular relapse. The patient underwent a purely neuroendoscopic procedure via a left precoronal transfrontal approach. The walls of the left lateral and third ventricles looked irregular and grayish. Neuroendoscopic examination, beyond the MRI-detected nodule inside the third ventricle, surprisingly revealed a diffuse tumor infiltration, composed of small adjacent nodules lying beneath the ependyma, unidentified by MRI and PET scan (Figure 3). We removed the biggest subependymal lesion inside the third
ventricle, performed a ventriculocisternotomy of the third ventricle, and placed an intraventricular catheter there, connecting the catheter to an Ommaya reservoir for locoregional intrathecal chemotherapy (Figure 2B). The histological diagnosis of GBM was confirmed (Figure 4). The postoperative course was uneventful, and the patient survived for 6 months after that surgical procedure.

Case 2
A 61-year-old woman presenting with an unsteady gait associated with headache and nausea was admitted to our department. Neurological examination revealed a 3-month history of mild memory disturbance and dizziness. Brain MRI at admission revealed multiple, heterogeneously enhancing lesions that were proximal to the choroid plexus of the right lateral ventricle, occurring with mild associated perilesional edema and right ventricular enlargement due to occlusion of the foramen of Monro. The left ventricle appeared normal (Figure 5). Magnetic resonance spectroscopy revealed an elevation in choline and a reduction in N-acetyl aspartate in the area of the lesions, indicative of a high-grade tumor. The patient, with unknown primary cancer in anamnesis, underwent a neuroendoscopic procedure for the resection of the lesion at the level of the foramen of Monro in order to obtain a diagnosis and to address the hydrocephalus (Figure 5B and E). A septostomy was performed for the same reason (Figure 6). Neuroendoscopic examination revealed a diffuse yellowish coloration of the walls of the right lateral ventricle with clusters of neoplastic cells embedding the choroid plexus. A thin sheet of tumor cells forming small nodules was present in the subependymal region. This infiltration showed a perivascular pattern and spread beneath the normal ependyma (Figure 6A–C). Interestingly, via the
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**Figure 2** The patient’s third ventricle nodular lesion. **Notes:** Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance images at the 11-month follow-up revealing the onset of an apparently solitary nodular lesion in the third ventricle, while the operative site was still disease-free (A). Postoperative computed tomography scan showing the resection of the nodular lesion in the third ventricle without complications (B).
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**Figure 3** Close-up endoscopic third ventricle views. **Notes:** The nodule inside the third ventricle, just beneath the opened ependymal layer (A). Endoscopic view after tumor removal with the origin of the sylvian aqueduct (B). The floor of the third ventricle detecting a diffuse tumor infiltration composed of small adjacent nodules lying beneath the ependyma, unidentified by MRI and PET scan (C and D).
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**Figure 4** H and E glioblastoma multiforme, World Health Organization grade IV, with evidence of nuclear pleomorphism, mitotic activity, endothelial hyperplasia, and areas of palisading necrosis.
of the subependymal layer, situated along the anterior commissure (Figure 6F). This finding, undetected by preoperative neuroimaging studies (Figure 5D), became evident during the second postoperative MR image (Figure 5E). The postoperative course was uneventful, and her symptoms improved.

Histopathological examination showed a malignant epithelial neoplasm, organized in tubules and glands and occurring with aspects of mucosecretion, infiltrating the brain parenchyma. According to immunohistochemistry, the lesion was positive for cytokeratin 20 and CEA. The morphology of the lesion and the results of immunohistochemistry were consistent with metastasis from a gastrointestinal tumor (Figure 7). Postoperatively, further investigations to identify the primary lesion were performed (repeated total body computed tomography, MRI, and PET scans, repeated gastroscopy and colonoscopy, repeated computed tomographic colonography and colon capsule endoscopy), but the primary lesion remained unknown. The patient was treated with adjuvant radiotherapy and platinum-based chemotherapy (which is the standard protocol for unknown primary tumors at our institution). The patient survived for 20 months after surgery, with uncontrollable massive diffusion of the disease 2 months before death (Figure 5C and F).

Discussion

Intraventricular lesions are challenging due to their location deep inside the intracranial space and their proximity to critical neurovascular brain structures.
In the second case, the patient had metastatic intraventricular lesions intimately related to the choroid plexus of the right lateral ventricle, producing obstructive hydrocephalus by blocking CSF flow at the level of the foramen of Monro. In these cases, the neuroendoscopic approach represented a minimally invasive and effective treatment, permitting the acquisition of a histological diagnosis and enabling subsequent specific adjuvant therapy. The approach also controlled intracranial hypertension, relieving the CSF pathways by removal of strategic lesions, endoscopic ventriculocisternotomy of the third ventricle, and septostomy. Furthermore, in the first case, the neuroendoscopic approach allowed for the insertion of an intraventricular catheter connected to an Ommaya reservoir for intrathecal chemotherapy. Finally, neuroendoscopy allowed for an excellent visualization of ependymal surfaces infiltrated by small tumor nodules, revealing the subependymal dissemination of tumors below the threshold of detection by MRI.

To date, the mechanisms of the periventricular spreading of gliomas and metastases remain unknown, and the prognostic significance of these lesions remains unclear. Two hypotheses have been proposed. One is that the periventricular seeding of tumors can take place via the cerebrospinal pathway after ventricular system invasion, and deposit tumor cells in other parts of the ventricle and the subependymal and/or subpial regions. The choroid plexus may represent the portal of entry into the ventricular system for hematogenously disseminated pathogens, considering the relatively high cerebral blood flow in the choroid plexus (five times higher than brain parenchyma) and the fenestrated endothelium of its capillaries, through which solutes can pass. According to the other hypothesis, tumor dissemination can occur along fiber tracts and subependymal tissue as a diffuse sheet of advancing tumor cells.

In fact, basic pathology studies have demonstrated (as described in Scherer’s seminal studies over 50 years ago) and recent stereotactic biopsy studies have confirmed that glioma cells can invade the brain diffusely through the meningeal-subarachnoid space in a subependymal spread that migrates along cortical gray matter and white matter fibers. Moreover, experiments have confirmed that, especially during early stages of growth, glioma cells can migrate over long distances without necessarily requiring angiogenesis, taking advantage of preexistent host blood vessels from which they can spread in the subarachnoid space. Anti-angiogenic therapy, reducing the neovascularization in the area of tumor spread, can thus increase the other routes of invasion.

Regarding GBM, authors who document tumor dissemination raise important questions about the biological

**Figure 7** H&E staining of neoplastic epithelial tubules and glands infiltrating the brain parenchyma.

**Notes:** The cells show aspects of mucosecretion (A). Immunohistochemistry was positive for cytokeratin 20 (B) and CEA (C).

**Abbreviations:** CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; H&E, hematoxiline and eosin.

These tumors, which usually have slowly progressive symptoms due to obstructive hydrocephalus, are ideal for the application of minimally invasive neuroendoscopic approaches because of their location inside a cavity filled with a transparent liquid. Compared with microsurgery, neuroendoscopy minimizes the risk related to dissection and brain retraction, providing clearer distinctions of the interface between the tumor and the surrounding eloquent structures. Consequently, neuroendoscopy permits the effective visualization of ependymal surfaces to diagnose unsuspected lesions and manages the associated hydrocephalus, restoring obstructed CSF pathways, via the same minimally invasive approach. Hence, in selected cases, endoscopic surgery may be as effective as microsurgery but less invasive, enabling a lower morbidity rate, a shorter operative time, and a shorter hospital stay for the patient.

In the first case described, the patient had a recurrent GBM involving the third ventricle, while the right lateral ventricle, the initial operating site, apparently remained disease-free.
behaviors of glioma, its clinical and pathological presentation, and the role of therapies in preventing recurrence. In recent years, the region adjacent to the lateral ventricles has been an area of increasing interest as a potential source for studies of malignant tumors and other aggressive diseases. Basic studies have demonstrated that the human brain’s subventricular zone (SVZ), which is located just under the ependyma of the brain ventricles, harbors astrocyte-like neural cells, which possess the capacity of stem cells to undergo self-renewal and multilineage differentiation. Interestingly, there is also a subpopulation of cells within brain tumors that possess these same characteristics. Moreover, in animal models, gliomas, including GBM, can be induced from SVZ cells. Based on these findings, the emerging hypothesis is that brain tumor stem cells may be derived from neural stem cells and that both of these populations may originate in the SVZ.

The SVZ may also provide an environmental niche that supports tumorigenesis. In fact, the SVC is rich in extracellular matrix proteins, including basal lamina, tenascin-C and chondroitin sulfate, as well as microglia and endothelial cells. All these proteins play an important role in tumor progression and migration. Hence, tumors that occur in this region may have different features than others that occur in different anatomical regions. In their study, Lim et al analyzed MRI features of GBMs in specific relation to the SVZ. They observed that GBMs contacting the SVZ were most likely to be multifocal at the time of initial diagnosis and that GBMs recurred at great distances from the initial site of the lesion(s). Conversely, GBMs not involving either the SVZ or the cortex occurred only as solitary lesions, and their recurrences were always contiguous with the resection cavity. Moreover, it has been reported that, among patients who present with disseminated GBMs, the patients with tumors with a subependymal spread have a worse prognosis. Chaichana et al reported that GBMs adjacent to the lateral ventricles may lead to poorer patient outcomes, depending on the GBMs’ anatomical localization close to critical neurological brain structures (which could increase the morbidity rate) and on the GBMs’ particular cellular environment (which could make them more invasive and infiltrative). Thus, for patients with GBMs contacting the SVZ, a radiation therapy that includes locations distant from the SVZ may be needed.

Few authors have analyzed the mechanisms underlying the periventricular dissemination of brain metastases, probably because intraventricular metastases are rare. Although the exact number of incidents is difficult to determine, best estimates suggest that they comprise about 6% of all intraventricular tumors. Patients with intraventricular metastases may or may not be known to have a systemic cancer at the time of presentation. In patients with known systemic cancer, an intraventricular mass showing postcontrast enhancement on neuroradiological imaging must be considered as a metastasis until proven otherwise. In patients without known systemic cancer, as in the presented case, the differential diagnosis of an intraventricular lesion is much more indeterminate. According to some authors, the finding of an extensive perilesional edema is more characteristic of metastases than other intraventricular lesions. However, other authors have reported that intraventricular metastases can mimic meningiomas or colloid cysts.

Choroid plexus metastasis accounts for approximately 0.14% of patients with cerebral metastases and is a diagnosis invariably associated with a poor prognosis. It can develop hematogenously, through the anterior or posterior choroidal artery, or it can spread through the CSF. In the described case, we considered that the tumor cells invaded the ventricular system through the choroid plexus of the lateral ventricle, followed by extensive, diffuse subependymal periventricular dissemination. The choroid plexus of the lateral ventricle, as mentioned above, may represent the “entrance” to the ventricular system for hematogenously disseminated pathogens, considering its relatively high cerebral blood flow and the lack of an intact blood–brain barrier, two major determinants of cerebral metastasis. Nevertheless, choroid plexus metastases have a very low incidence.

According to the “seed and soil” hypothesis, the organ distribution of metastases produced by different human neoplasms is not due to chance but, rather, certain tumor cells (the “seed”) that have a specific affinity for the milieu of certain organs (the “soil”). Metastases result only when the seed and soil are compatible. Therefore, a potential explanation for the scarcity of choroid plexus metastasis may be the inhospitable “soil” of the choroid plexus. In fact, the choroid plexus has features that are different from the rest of the brain microvasculature (it readily accumulates immune complexes targeted by anti-basement membrane antibodies, it has a tendency to accumulate amyloid, and it has a collagenous stroma) and may prevent tumor cell implantation. Moreover, the high blood flow may block the metastatic process, opposing the blood-borne tumor cells’ extravasation and the seeding of the plexus stroma. Finally, the lack of specific tumor-cell receptors in the choroid plexus microenvironment may be a third potential inhospitable factor. Thus, biologic factors could play a major role in determining the occurrence...
of intraventricular metastases, as suggested by the low rate of metastases from lung cancer (the most common systemic tumor) compared with the high rate of metastases from renal and gastrointestinal primaries.\textsuperscript{2,20}

**Conclusion**

In the presented cases, neuroendoscopy allowed for the targeted removal of strategic intraventricular lesions via a minimally invasive approach, permitting the acquisition of a histological diagnosis and the control of intracranial hypertension by treating the associated hydrocephalus. Neuroendoscopy has also enabled us to identify the subependymal spread of a tumor below the threshold of detection by MRI. Moreover, it has enabled us to define the tumor’s characteristics and arrangement, and to speculate about the mechanisms underlying the tumor’s diffusion route and its prognostic significance. Thanks to the neuroendoscopic approach, we acquired important data that might play a leading role in defining optimally tailored management protocols for GBM and brain metastases.
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